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Introduction

The failure of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and other law enforcement agencies to anticipate and prepare for the January 6, 2021, attack on the U.S. Capitol by far-right insurrectionists has elicited proposals to expand the bureau’s authority to investigate domestic terrorism. The FBI already received expansive new powers after the 9/11 terrorist attacks, and its current guidelines place few limits on agents’ ability to search broadly for potential threats. Confusion about the current scope of the bureau’s powers is understandable, however, as FBI leaders have regularly misstated their authorities in public testimony. These misstatements deflect FBI accountability by focusing overseers on filling perceived gaps in its authority rather than examining how the bureau uses, misuses, or fails to use the tools it already has.

The real problem is not that the FBI’s authorities are too narrow, but rather that they are overbroad and un tethered to evidence of wrongdoing. After 9/11, the Department of Justice (DOJ) reduced or eliminated reasonable evidentiary predicates to justify broader collection and sharing of Americans’ personal information. This new domestic intelligence process replaced evidence-driven investigations of suspected criminal activities with mass data collection and untriaged reporting of speculative harms unsupported by facts. The sheer volume of threat reporting resulting from this system suffocates effective intelligence analysis, flooding law enforcement leaders with thousands of specious threat warnings a day. In addition to unjustified invasions of privacy, the high rate of false alarms that this process produces naturally dulls the response, and the disconnect from evidence of criminality opens the door to bias-driven law enforcement responses. As they have in the past, the FBI’s unbridled authorities have resulted in abuses of civil rights and civil liberties without improving its ability to identify and mitigate real threats.

Misinformation from FBI officials has confused the policy debate. When senators investigating the January 6 attack asked Jill Sanborn, then the assistant director of the FBI’s Counterterrorism Division, whether FBI agents monitored the multitude of threats made in public forums prior to the attack, Sanborn replied, “It’s not within our authorities.” Sanborn claimed that the FBI cannot collect information involving First Amendment–protected activities without a predicated investigation or a tip from a community member or law enforcement officer. These statements are inaccurate, yet they featured prominently in the Senate’s report on the security, planning, and response failures regarding the attack on the Capitol.

When FBI Director Christopher Wray later testified before Congress, he also claimed that FBI rules restricted agents’ authority to investigate threats to the Capitol posted online absent a criminal predicate and authorized purpose. Wray proposed addressing this purported deficit by expanding the FBI’s authorities: “If the policy should be changed,” he told the Senate Judiciary Committee, “. . . that might be one of the important lessons learned coming out of this whole experience.”

The FBI’s authorities are, however, a matter of public record. Contrary to Sanborn’s and Wray’s claims, agents are authorized to conduct intrusive investigations even when there is no authorized purpose, allegation, or information suggesting that criminal activity may occur.

Under current rules, bureau agents and analysts are authorized to monitor publicly available information even before opening investigations — and they in fact did so before the January 6 attack. A U.S. Government Accountability Office investigation confirmed that the FBI had received threat information posted on social media regarding potential violence at the Capitol from multiple sources prior to January 6. The FBI obtained this threat information through manual online searches, from other federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies, directly from the companies running social media platforms, and through open source analysis tools that search across platforms.

Misinformation about the scope of the bureau’s authority to investigate domestic terrorism obfuscates ongoing inquiries into the FBI’s failure to prepare for the January 6 attack, particularly as the Justice Department contemplates seeking new statutory powers and additional resources to fill these imagined gaps. Reforming the FBI requires restoring reasonable criminal predicates to compel the bureau to focus its investigative activities where evidence of criminal activity exists. This report details the expansive breadth of the FBI’s current investigatory authorities, examines how these overbroad authorities hinder the bureau’s ability to focus on true threats, and proposes reforms that Congress and the attorney general can undertake now to enhance the bureau’s effectiveness while protecting Americans from bias-based investigations and invasions of privacy.
Understanding FBI Investigatory Authorities

For almost 70 years, the FBI operated without a primary, consolidated source of authorities. In the 1970s, the United States Senate Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities (known as the Church Committee) discovered that the FBI had used covert intelligence tactics to target activists in the civil rights, antiwar, and women’s rights movements not based on criminal activity, but rather to “disrupt,” “discredit,” and “otherwise neutralize” individuals’ First Amendment–protected political activities.8

To address the Church Committee’s revelations, Attorney General Edward Levi published the first guidelines governing the FBI’s investigative authorities in 1976: the Attorney General’s Guidelines for Domestic FBI Operations.9 The Levi Guidelines refocused the FBI on crime detection and prevention rather than political suppression by requiring reasonable criminal predicates to justify investigations. Justice Department officials later attested that these restraints effectively directed FBI resources toward investigating unlawful activities rather than monitoring disfavored political activities. Testifying before Congress in 1979, Attorney General Benjamin Civiletti stated that three years of experience with the Levi Guidelines had “demonstrated that guidelines can be drawn that are well understood by Bureau personnel and by the public and which can be extensively and productively reviewed by the appropriate congressional committees.”10

Subsequent attorneys general modified and added to these guidelines over the years, but the greatest expansion of FBI authorities came in the wake of 9/11. President George W. Bush’s first attorney general, John Ashcroft, issued new guidelines in 2002 that permitted the FBI to attend First Amendment–protected gatherings such as religious events, political meetings, and protests without any suspicion of criminal activity, and to “conduct online search activity and access online sites and forums on the same terms and conditions as members of the public generally.”11

President Bush’s third attorney general, Michael Mukasey, made even more significant changes to the FBI’s authorities, promulgating his Attorney General’s Guidelines for Domestic FBI Operations in September 2008, three months before Bush ceded power to President-elect Barack Obama.12 Three months later, the FBI established the Domestic Investigations and Operations Guide (DIOG), a regularly updated internal instruction manual for conducting investigations under the Mukasey Guidelines.13

Current FBI Authorities

The Mukasey Guidelines’ most significant change to FBI authorities was the creation of a new type of investigation called an “assessment,” which requires no “factual predicate” to initiate, meaning no allegation or objective facts indicating that the target of the investigation may be involved in criminal activity or threaten national security.

Agents can open assessments so long as they state that they have an authorized purpose — namely, to prevent federal crimes or threats to national security, or to collect foreign intelligence. Agents are authorized to open 30-day assessments on their own initiative, without supervisory approval. A supervisor can authorize the renewal of an assessment for an unlimited number of 30-day extensions. Agents are permitted to employ a broad array of intrusive investigative methods during assessments, including searching public, commercial, and government records; conducting online searches; recruiting and tasking informants; conducting covert and overt interviews; conducting physical surveillance; and obtaining grand jury subpoenas for telephone or email subscriber information.

The FBI updated the DIOG in 2011, granting its agents additional investigative authorities that go beyond the scope of the Mukasey Guidelines.14 These included the authority to conduct “pre-assessments,” which allow agents to search publicly available records, online resources, subscription-based commercial databases, and government databases without even opening an assessment. Pre-assessments require no documentation stating the nature or purpose of these searches, and information obtained from them may be retained only if it is used to open an assessment or broader investigation, leaving little record of these searches. The 2011 DIOG revision also expanded the tactics available during assessments to include searching an individual’s trash to find compromising information to compel them to become an informant.

As a result of these expanded authorities, contrary to FBI officials’ post-January 6 claims, agents and analysts can search public social media feeds without even opening an assessment or predicated investigation or documenting the results of their searches.15 Upon opening an assessment — without any factual basis to suspect wrongdoing — an agent can also monitor (but not record) private internet communications by recruiting and tasking a cooperating witness or informant to act as a consenting party.
More intrusive tactics, as described below, are authorized during preliminary investigations, which require only “information or an allegation” that a criminal or national security threat may exist as a predicate to open a six-month investigation, based on a frontline supervisor’s approval. Two six-month extensions are available with higher-level approvals, for a total of 18 months. The “information or allegation” necessary to predicate opening a preliminary investigation does not have to reasonably indicate criminal activity or a threat to national security; the authorizing official may be speculative.

There is no requirement to open an assessment prior to opening a preliminary investigation if the “information or allegation” predicate is met. All investigative methods except those that require probable cause warrants (by definition, probable cause does not exist at this stage of investigation) may be utilized during a preliminary investigation, including the use of legal process to compel evidence production; mail covers; undercover operations; and consensual monitoring of communications. (Federal law requires only one party to a conversation to consent to the recording.)

“Information or an allegation” is already an extremely low threshold to subject an individual to a six-month preliminary investigation, but a 2010 DOJ inspector general report revealed that agents were making the required allegations themselves to target domestic advocacy groups, on their own speculation that the targeted individuals or groups might commit federal crimes in the future. The report noted that the Mukasey Guidelines would authorize such conduct. Being subjected to a preliminary investigation of domestic or international terrorism carries real consequences for those targeted. FBI policy requires that subjects of terrorism-related preliminary investigations be placed on the Terrorist Screening Database (TSDB), commonly known as the terrorist watch list. The TSDB is accessible to customs, border, and immigration authorities as well as federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies, private contractors, and many foreign governments. Placement on the watch list can lead to travel restrictions, prolonged detentions, and increased risk of violence (as law enforcement may react to otherwise routine interactions with heightened alarm).

Only full investigations, which allow agents to employ all legal investigative methods, require articulable facts to establish a reasonable indication that criminal activity or a threat to national security has occurred, is occurring, or may occur in the future. This “reasonable indication” standard is still a low evidentiary bar — “substantially lower” than the probable cause necessary to obtain judicially authorized search warrants and nonconsensual electronic monitoring. “Reasonable indication” is similar to the “reasonable suspicion” standard that police use to “stop, question, and frisk” people on the street for investigative purposes. Agents may pursue court-authorized probable cause search warrants, wiretaps, and Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court orders during a full investigation once sufficient evidence is obtained.

Illusory Protections Against Bias-Based Investigations

Given the FBI’s history of using its authority to target minority communities and suppress First Amendment–protected activities, the attorney general’s guidelines, the FBI’s DIOG, and the Justice Department’s policies all include provisions that claim to restrict such abuse. However, these protections are weak and provide little protection in practice.

The attorney general’s guidelines identify several “sensitive investigative matters” (SIMs), including investigations targeting public officials; investigations of religious or political organizations or prominent leaders of them; investigations with an academic nexus; and investigations of members of the news media. Investigations involving SIMs require notification and approvals from higher-level officials, which could in theory curb some abuse, but the standards for opening each type of investigation (i.e., assessments, preliminary investigations, or full investigations) remain unchanged, regardless of which FBI official ultimately approves the matter. Absent a requirement for objectively reasonable criminal predicates, the same institutional and individual biases that might drive an agent’s decision to open an improper investigation might also influence higher-level officials to approve one.

For example, after white supremacists stabbed protesters and a journalist at a racist rally in 2016, a San Francisco FBI agent opened a full investigation of an antiracist group for allegedly violating the rights of the Ku Klux Klan, which the agent described not as the oldest and most violent terrorist group in the United States, but as a group “that some perceived to be supportive of a white supremacist agenda.” Along with other errors in the opening memo, the Klan was not among the white supremacist groups present at the rally. Following SIM protocols, the San Francisco FBI’s chief division counsel and special agent in charge approved the investigation despite the memo’s questionable investigative premise and the agent’s inappropriate description of the Klan.

Moreover, internal FBI records show that agents routinely fail to comply with the SIM requirements. As part of a 2019 audit, the FBI’s Inspection Division examined a sample of 353 cases involving SIMs and identified 747 compliance errors, many of which involved failing to make the proper notifications and obtain the required approvals.
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...the speculative possibility that a person or group may commit a crime or pose a threat in the future — which is arguably true of anyone — has proven sufficient to overcome this limitation in investigations targeting domestic advocacy groups.

Social Media Monitoring and Information Overload

The Justice Department published another policy document, the Guidance for Federal Law Enforcement Agencies Regarding the Use of Race, Ethnicity, Gender, National Origin, Religion, Sexual Orientation, or Gender Identity (hereinafter referred to as the Racial Profiling Guidance), in 2014 to update and expand the guidance originally issued by Attorney General Ashcroft in 2002. The 2014 Racial Profiling Guidance prohibits the consideration of race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, and gender identity during “routine” and “spontaneous” law enforcement decisions, absent a specific subject description. However, it retains broad loopholes that allow consideration of these characteristics in circumstances involving threats to national security, violations of immigration laws, or authorized intelligence activities — the first and last of which constitute two of the FBI’s primary missions. Nor does the guidance bar profiling by state and local law enforcement officers who share intelligence with the FBI and work in partnership with agents on task forces and in intelligence fusion centers.

The only bright-line limit that the DIOG places on agents is the prohibition against conducting investigative activity based “solely” on race, gender, ethnicity, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, gender identity, or First Amendment-protected activities. The term “solely” is the infirmity, however, as an agent’s mere assertion of an authorizing purpose can justify an assessment of any person or organization based largely on these protected characteristics. For example, FBI policy and the Racial Profiling Guidance expressly permit mapping communities based exclusively on race and ethnicity, and tracking what it calls racial and ethnic “behaviors” and “facilities” without any individualized suspicion of wrongdoing. FBI memos authorizing these racial and ethnic mapping initiatives have relied on crude racial and ethnic stereotypes regarding the types of crimes that different groups might commit to justify collecting such data. The speculative possibility that a person or group may commit a crime or pose a threat in the future — which is arguably true of anyone — has proven sufficient to overcome this limitation in investigations targeting domestic advocacy groups.

FBI agents’ authority to monitor social media once they have initiated formal investigations is even broader. During assessments — which again require no factual predicate suggesting wrongdoing — agents can search, view, and save public social media postings and maintain them in intelligence databases. Further, agents can recruit and task informants to befriend the targets of these assessments and infiltrate organizations to track the public information they disseminate online. When agents deem it necessary to achieve the assessment’s purpose, and they determine that less intrusive methods will be ineffective, they may also task informants to use their access to the targeted individuals or organizations to obtain nonpublic information and monitor (but not record) electronic communications to which they are a party.

The massive volume of public information available online has proven irresistible to intelligence agencies, which after 9/11 envisioned achieving “total information awareness.” In addition to amending its rules to allow agents to search online platforms at will and without opening investigations, the FBI has awarded multimillion-dollar contracts to private companies to conduct social media monitoring services on its behalf. But too much information is as serious an impediment to effective intelligence analysis as too little, particularly when the information sources contain factual errors, satire, hyperbole, and intentional disinformation, as social media often does.

Just as published written materials in books and newspapers or broadcasts over television and radio can sometimes contain evidence or allegations of criminal wrongdoing that agents can use to initiate or further investigations, agents can and should utilize public social media posts when the facts indicate that they are relevant and sufficient to initiate or further properly predicated investigations of criminal activity or national security threats. But no one could reasonably suggest that having the FBI employ a team of agents to collect, digitize, and scour for vague indicators of wrongdoing every book, newspaper, magazine, newsletter, press release, and broadcast interview, song, poem, or speech published would be an effective or cost-efficient way to prevent crime or terrorism, especially given that more than half of the violent crime in the U.S. goes unsolved every year.

The same holds true for social media. Hoping that data mining algorithms and artificial intelligence could be used to effectively sort such massive data sets and accurately predict rare events like terrorist attacks defies statistical and mathematical realities. Obviously, the multiple forms of social media monitoring that the FBI and other law enforcement agencies conducted prior to January 6 was not helpful in preparing for the attack. Yet after the Capitol insurrection, the FBI invested an additional $27 million into social media monitoring software, effectively doubling down on a failed methodology.
Of course, public social media posts that express specific and credible threats, when brought to the FBI’s attention, can by themselves be all the evidence necessary to justify opening a preliminary or full investigation, as would any other source of information indicating that a crime is taking place or in the works. Likewise, once the FBI opens a properly predicated investigation, agents may logically conclude that monitoring and recording public or private social media posts would be a fruitful investigative step to gather the evidence necessary for a prosecution. The question is not whether the FBI can ever monitor social media, but rather when and how law enforcement resources should be used in order to be effective.
Expanded FBI Authorities Harm Effective Intelligence Analysis

S
cant evidence suggests that expanding the bureau’s investigative authorities has helped the FBI more effectively identify or prevent credible threats. The massive amount of data collected that is untethered to evidence of criminal activity overwhelms FBI agents and analysts and obscures evidence of real threats. Individuals who were previously reported to the FBI as potential threats but were not stopped have perpetrated some of the most serious acts of mass violence since 9/11. In reality, the FBI’s expanded authorities have resulted in abusive investigations targeting nonviolent domestic advocacy groups and tens of thousands of assessments that invade innocent Americans’ privacy but lead nowhere — too often, while individuals and groups that do pose a threat fly under the radar.

Deluge of Information Irrelevant to Identifying Criminal Activity

The FBI rarely measures the effectiveness of its methods. But independent studies of mass surveillance programs, like the bulk telephone metadata collection that the FBI and its partner intelligence agencies secretly undertook for more than a decade, determined their ineffectiveness in identifying and interdicting terrorist plots, despite previous claims to the contrary.

The little evidence that is publicly available about the FBI’s use of unpredicated investigative methods shows that the vast majority of assessments that agents conducted discovered no evidence of criminal activity to justify further investigation. In 2011, data obtained by the New York Times via a Freedom of Information Act request showed that over the previous two years, the FBI “opened 82,325 assessments of people and groups in search of signs of wrongdoing.” Of those, only 3,315 (or barely 4 percent) found evidence to justify opening preliminary or full investigations — only a fraction of which would be likely to result in criminal charges or convictions. Instead of leading the FBI to evidence of dangerous crimes, this overbroad assessment authority has resulted in the collection of volumes of personal information about countless innocent persons and groups. Compelling the roughly 13,000 FBI agents to conduct tens of thousands of assessments that fail to detect criminal activity wastes resources better devoted to investigations that are properly justified with reasonable criminal predicates.

Most violent crime that occurs in the United States is not solved. Data published by the FBI reveals that law enforcement solved just 45.5 percent of violent crimes reported to police in 2019. Clearance rates for murders fell to almost 50 percent in 2020, down significantly from rates of around 70 percent seen in the 1980s, despite a relatively steady decline in the annual number of murders over that period. Rather than trying to analyze millions of social media postings to guess which among them might lead to a violent crime, law enforcement should start where there is evidence of criminal activity and follow logical leads to identify the perpetrators and hold them accountable.

Further evidence that broadscale social media monitoring is an ineffective methodology for detecting threats is that the FBI and other intelligence agencies did monitor and report social media posts warning of plans for violence at the U.S. Capitol prior to the January 6 attack, to no effect. FBI officials initially claimed that they had no warnings of the attack. However, a leaked memo dated January 5, 2021, from the FBI’s Norfolk, Virginia, office told a different story, reporting intelligence gleaned from social media:

An online thread discussed specific calls for violence to include stating “Be ready to fight. Congress needs to hear glass breaking, doors being kicked in, and blood from their BLM [Black Lives Matter] and Pantifa [sic] slave soldiers being spilled. Get violent. Stop calling this a march, or rally, or a protest. Go there ready for war. We get our President or we die. NOTHING else will achieve this goal.”

The Norfolk memo circulated widely throughout the FBI and other relevant law enforcement agencies but prompted no response, likely because this type of fiery rhetoric on social media is commonplace. In her congressional testimony, Assistant Director Sanborn tacitly acknowledged that FBI leaders were overwhelmed with intelligence threat warnings. Explaining why, as the head of the FBI’s counterterrorism division, she did not see the January 5 memo from Norfolk, Sanborn replied, “Thousands and thousands
of tips come in just like this one every day. And not all of those get elevated to senior leadership.”

It is extremely difficult to discern who among the millions of people engaging in hyperbolic and offensive language online might actually present a real threat, absent more specific intelligence about the individuals involved, the context in which a posting was made, and the nature of the criminal activity that may be occurring. Criminal predicates serve as a triage system to ensure that threat information that is highlighted for investigative attention is supported by objective facts reasonably indicating that a particular individual or group is engaging in a defined criminal activity.

The Norfolk memo failed as an intelligence warning not because the information it presented was inaccurate — it was not — but because the methodology of conducting sweeping social media monitoring untethered to evidence of criminal activity is unsound. While agents should investigate information from any source that reasonably indicates that criminal activity is afoot, the FBI obviously cannot (and should not) react to every social media post in which an anonymous person advocates for “war.” Instead, it should focus on actual crimes, like the relatively unpolicied assaults, stabbings, and shootings that had become commonplace at far-right rallies across the country in the years, months, and weeks before the attack on the Capitol.

For instance, far-right militants, reportedly including three individuals who later participated in the Capitol breach, had attacked the Oregon state legislature just two weeks earlier, breaking windows, assaulting police officers, and beating journalists. Previous far-right violence like the Oregon attack should have triggered FBI investigations, which could have included monitoring relevant social media accounts. These investigations, in turn, could have put the Norfolk memo’s warning in a more useful context — and maybe even into the right hands to have precipitated an effective response. Reasonable criminal predicates serve dual purposes: protecting the innocent from abusive or unwarranted government scrutiny and focusing investigative resources where there is evidence of wrongdoing, thereby enhancing security while protecting individual rights.

### High False Alarm Rate and Blunted Response

Just as false fire alarms can dull firefighters’ response times, conducting a high volume of investigations that do not detect evidence of criminal activity inevitably conditions agents to expect that their cases will lead to dead ends, increasing the chances that genuine threats will not receive thorough attention. FBI agents’ pursuit of tens of thousands of dead-end assessments each year may have contributed to the deficiencies seen in a number of terrorism investigations that missed credible evidence indicating that criminal activity was likely to occur, resulting in devastating acts of violence.

Information management failures were at the heart of the 2009 Fort Hood mass shooting, in which U.S. Army psychiatrist Nidal Hasan killed 13 Department of Defense (DOD) employees and wounded over 30 more in Fort Hood, Texas. The subsequent congressional investigation found that while the FBI and DOD “collectively had sufficient information” to recognize the potential threat that Hasan posed, including multiple inappropriate communications sent to the subject of an existing international terrorism full investigation, they failed to search the proper FBI databases and act on the evidence already in their possession. A member of the Webster Commission, which evaluated the FBI’s performance in the Hasan investigation, disclosed that after 9/11, the bureau struggled to adapt to the surge of intelligence data available to it. The Webster Commission cited agents being overburdened by the “crushing volume” of information collected as a causal factor undermining their ability to properly identify crucial pieces of evidence already in their possession that could have justified a more effective response.

The Hasan case was not unique. The FBI received timely warnings prior to several other mass shootings and terrorist attacks: The father of so-called underwear bomber Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab warned U.S. officials that his son was a threat before the latter successfully brought a bomb onto a U.S.-bound airplane. Multiple people warned the FBI about the terrorist activities of David Headley, who participated in deadly attacks in Mumbai. The FBI previously investigated both Omar Mateen, who killed 49 people in an Orlando nightclub, and Ahmad Rahami, who conducted bombings in New York and New Jersey. And Nikolas Cruz, who killed 17 students in a school shooting in Parkland, Florida, was reported to an FBI tip line without response.

Similarly, investigations following the Boston Marathon bombing in 2013 exposed that two years earlier, the Russian Federal Security Service sent a letter informing the FBI that one of the attackers, Tamerlan Tsarnaev, was planning to travel to Russia to join a terrorist group. Tsarnaev had a previous arrest for domestic violence, and his name had come up in two FBI investigations that had been closed before receipt of the Russian letter. An FBI agent conducted an assessment of Tsarnaev based on the letter but failed to inquire about his alleged travel plans or contacts with the Russian terrorist suspects. The agent closed the assessment, determining that Tsarnaev was not a terrorist threat, but placed him on the terrorist watch list, indicating continuing concern. Here again, the volume of work created by the low threshold for initiating assessments may explain why the Tsarnaev investigation was cut short; it was just one of approximately 1,000 assessments that the Boston Joint Terrorism Task Force conducted that year alone.
Notably, after receiving an identical letter from the Russian security agency, the CIA also placed Tsarnaev on the TSDB, which included a mandatory detention requirement if Tsarnaev attempted to leave or reenter the United States. The watch list did issue an alert in January 2012, when Tsarnaev arrived at JFK Airport to fly to Russia, but U.S. officials took no action, reporting later that too many other watch-listed individuals were traveling that day. The watch list alerted authorities again when he returned to the U.S. six months later, but the FBI did not follow up before the bombing. Perhaps more relevant to the threat that Tsarnaev posed, just months after its assessment of him closed, the FBI now alleges that Tsarnaev participated in a September II, 2011, triple homicide in nearby Waltham, Massachusetts, in which the victims were nearly decapitated. Family members reportedly told local police at the time of the murders that Tsarnaev was close friends with the victims and might have information about the crime. However, the FBI never interviewed him, nor did it investigate the murder until after the marathon bombing.

Unregulated Intelligence Collection and Bias-Based Profiling

Expanding intelligence collection on more individuals and groups without reasonable criminal predicates incentivizes racial and political profiling. Absent a reasonable evidentiary standard to triage the influx of threat reporting, FBI agents and leaders tend to rely on their own biases to determine which of the multitude of potential threats they receive are inherently more dangerous or realistic. This bias-based profiling has resulted in the FBI’s collection of volumes of personal information about innocent persons and groups, and the disproportionate targeting of marginalized communities, including communities of color, Muslim communities, and nonviolent political activists. Unregulated government monitoring of political speech, association, and activism has a high potential to threaten these groups’ civil rights and chill their civil liberties, just as unregulated government monitoring of printed material or public speeches would.

For the better part of two decades, the FBI has pursued aggressive terrorism investigations targeting nonviolent peace activists and environmentalists while deprioritizing investigations of white supremacist and far-right militant violence. A leaked 2017 FBI intelligence assessment describes the bureau’s creation of a new domestic terrorism category called “black identity extremists,” based on an analysis that some Black activists opposing police brutality may pose a violent threat to law enforcement. The term was used to justify a nationwide operation called “Iron Fist,” in which FBI agents conducted enhanced surveillance and investigations of Black activists. The Justice Department has also exploited the FBI’s pervasive authorities to launch a “China Initiative,” which targeted Chinese and Chinese American scientists and technologists for investigation and selective prosecution based on their race and national origin and encouraged academic institutions to closely monitor Asian students and faculty in a misguided effort to combat economic espionage.

Bias-based monitoring of advocacy groups’ social media accounts also drives inappropriate and overly aggressive policing of protest activities. For example, a Minnesota FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force officer used an informant to monitor the Facebook messages of a local group planning Black Lives Matter protests at the Mall of America, reporting the dates and times of events to local police without any reasonable indication of criminal activity, much less terrorism. Local police charged II of the protesters with misdemeanors for unlawful assembly and pursued restitution to recoup purported law enforcement and security costs totaling $65,000, a penalty clearly designed to inhibit future protests.

Social media can also be misleading and difficult to interpret, leading law enforcement officials to spread misinformation and divert security resources where no genuine threat exists. Across the country, law enforcement officials were besieged with intelligence reports about purported threats from Black Lives Matter and anti-fascist activists, which were often pulled off social media sites that broadcast intentional disinformation planted by white supremacists. These reports misdirected resources and amplified unnecessary fear during law enforcement emergencies.

A Failed Methodology

The FBI’s failure to identify and prepare for the January 6 attack on the U.S. Capitol demonstrates many of the problems associated with authorizing investigations and intelligence collection unmoored from evidentiary criminal predicates.

The FBI had access to plenty of objective evidence — including social media posts with specific threats brought to the bureau’s attention by various sources, reporting in major newspapers, and dozens of previous acts of violence over several years — to establish more than a sufficient basis to conduct investigations of many individuals and groups involved in the Capitol attack. Members of the Proud Boys, whose leaders were later charged with planning the January 6 assault, had engaged in violence that resulted in several arrests during two Washington, DC, rallies in the previous two months, and at many other events across the country over the past four years. But bureau leaders chose not to prioritize investi-
gations into this criminal activity, leaving them ill-prepared to understand the nature of the threat to the Capitol even after it was detailed in FBI intelligence warnings.72 The problem was not a lack of authority, but the choice to prioritize the broad collection of “intelligence” unconnected to criminal activity over investigations into actual acts of far-right violence.

A Senate report investigating the January 6 attack noted that “neither the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) nor the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) issued formal intelligence bulletins about the potential for violence at the Capitol on January 6,” and that the FBI did not “deem[] online posts calling for violence at the Capitol as credible.”73 Yet subsequent reporting has found thousands of publicly reported statements and online posts detailing plans to attack the Capitol leading up to January 6, including by individuals and groups like the Proud Boys with a history of committing violence at rallies supporting Donald Trump.74 Public posts included open discussion of violence against members of Congress, specific travel plans for the event, and instructions regarding how to leverage a mob to force police officers out of the way.75 FBI agents did not need to scour the dark corners of the web with social media monitoring tools to find these threats; a Washington Post headline on January 5 read, “Pro-Trump Forums Erupt with Violent Threats Ahead of Wednesday’s Rally Against the 2020 Election.”76

In addition to this public reporting, elected officials and concerned citizens made independent warnings directly to the FBI. The owner of a website devoted to the architectural infrastructure under Washington, DC, noticed a significant uptick in downloads of maps detailing tunnels under the Capitol, which he traced to suspected militia groups. He temporarily shut down his website and reported the information to the FBI. Lawyers for Parler, a social media platform frequently used by far-right militants, claimed to have reported more than 50 specific threats of violence to the FBI in advance of the January 6 attacks.77 On December 20, the FBI received a tip from a caller who reported that “Trump supporters were discussing online how to sneak guns into Washington to ‘overrun’ police and arrest members of Congress in January,” according to the Washington Post.78 News media reports indicated that several members of the Proud Boys previously served as bureau informants, reporting on their anti-fascist opponents even as they perpetrated violence at rallies across the country.79 Two days before the attack, Senator Mark Warner, chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee, reached out directly to the FBI deputy director to make sure that the bureau was seeing the threats. He was told that the FBI was prepared.80

In each of these cases, the FBI had received information that was reasonably indicative of criminal activity, because either a crime had already occurred, credible warnings had been received, or specific threats of violence had been widely disseminated in public forums. But FBI managers did not take action, perhaps because they were overwhelmed by the vast number of potential threats they received, or because they gave too much credence to misinformation, or because they were simply uninterested in pursuing logical leads due to individual or institutional biases.

A week after the Capitol attack, the Washington Post reported that “dozens” of people on the terrorist watch list — mostly violent white supremacists — had been in Washington on January 6 to attend the Trump rally.81 The terrorism watch list is notoriously bloated and error-prone; it contains more than 1.9 million records entered by security officials without due process or transparency.82 But given the watch list nomination criteria, it is at least possible that some of these “dozens” of individuals were subjects of FBI terrorism investigations at the time of the assault on the Capitol.83

Some analysts have speculated that the Trump administration’s focus on anti-fascists as the primary domestic terrorist threat distracted the FBI from investigations of far-right violence, despite the fact that white supremacists and far-right militants commit more deadly crimes.84 This may be true; the lack of criminal predicates allows agents to prioritize terrorism investigations based on biased assumptions about who might commit violence, while all but ignoring evidence of actual crimes.

Moreover, law enforcement officials would naturally view demonstrations against police violence and racism with some hostility. In a memo to all bureau offices, the FBI deputy director called the 2020 protests against police violence and racism after the police killing of George Floyd a “national crisis” that he likened to the 9/11 terrorist attacks.85 Meanwhile, the FBI ignored increasing national violence committed by Proud Boys until after the January 6 attack on the Capitol. A May 2021 report required by the National Defense Authorization Act of 2020 confirmed that the FBI does not track the annual incidents of lethal and nonlethal violence committed by groups it categorizes as “domestic violent extremists.”86 If the FBI had been tracking the crimes committed by these disparate groups and opening investigations using those crimes as predicates, white supremacist and far-right violence would have been harder to ignore.

The FBI’s failure to properly investigate credible evidence of actual violence committed by far-right militants who later attacked the U.S. Capitol exemplifies why it is urgently necessary to narrow FBI authorities. Requiring evidentiary criminal predicates helps to prevent unreasonable — and ineffective — scrutiny based on racial profiling or other biases, and instead focuses FBI resources on investigations in which evidence reasonably indicates that criminal activity is taking place, such as the violence and threats of violence by far-right militants that preceded the events of January 6, 2021.
Recommendations

This section outlines critical reforms that will allow the FBI to more effectively identify serious threats of violence while eliminating the systemic abuses of civil rights and liberties seen in recent decades. The attorney general can and should implement these reforms forthwith, and Congress should codify them to prevent future attorneys general from loosening them once again.

Eliminate the assessment authority granted in the 2008 Mukasey Guidelines.
Because assessments often target persons and groups not suspected of wrongdoing, their intrusive investigative methods — namely, collecting personal information that can be retained indefinitely in FBI intelligence databases — are per se abusive. The low threshold for initiation and unlimited supervisory reauthorizations of assessments allows these investigations to persist far beyond what is necessary to determine whether information exists to substantiate an allegation. Investigations collecting tens of thousands of innocent individuals’ personal information do not assist in the detection of crime or national security threats, they only flood intelligence databases with irrelevant information and waste investigative resources that should be focused on actual crimes.

The purpose of a preliminary investigation — to substantiate the facts required to justify opening an investigation — should be accomplished in a short time period, using the least intrusive tactics possible. Preliminary investigations should be capped at 90 days, as in previous versions of the guidelines, and they should be authorized only to determine whether evidence can be obtained that establishes articulable facts providing a reasonable indication that criminal activity is occurring or may occur.

The FBI should revert to its previous terminology, “preliminary inquiry,” to differentiate from full investigations, which unleash the totality of investigative tactics. The tactics allowed under the purview of a preliminary inquiry should be limited to checking law enforcement databases and public information (including public social media posts where relevant) and interviewing complainants, victims, or witnesses if necessary. In extraordinary circumstances in which evidentiary requests are outstanding, the special agent in charge and the U.S. attorney should be allowed to authorize a one-time, 90-day extension.

Furthermore, opening a full investigation should require articulable facts establishing a reasonable indication that criminal activity is occurring or will occur. Full investigations should be based on reasonable criminal predicates and subjected to regular inspector general audits to ensure compliance with all laws, guidelines, and regulations.

Limit social media monitoring authorities.
The FBI should be prohibited from collecting public social media data based to a substantial degree on an individual’s or group’s exercise of First Amendment rights; their race, religion, ethnicity, or other category protected by law; or actual or perceived immigration status. Current regulations only prohibit investigations based solely on these factors.

Monitoring in advance of a planned public event — separate from social media analysis related to a criminal investigation — should be undertaken only to make determinations about the resources necessary to keep participants and the public safe, and only where there are articulable and credible facts describing the public safety concerns justifying the monitoring. When the event concludes, no information collected for public safety planning purposes should be collected unless it reasonably pertains to criminal conduct.

Social media data should not be collected for criminal investigations in the absence of specific and articulable facts showing reasonable grounds to believe that the data sought is relevant and material to an extant, ongoing criminal investigation.

Close loopholes that permit racial and ethnic profiling.
The DOJ Guidance for Federal Law Enforcement Agencies Regarding the Use of Race, Ethnicity, Gender, National Origin, Religion, Sexual Orientation, or Gender Identity should be revised to

- expressly ban racial and ethnic mapping, the use of census data to identify neighborhoods by race or ethnicity, and the tracking of racial and ethnic behaviors and facilities, all of which are authorized under the current guidance;

- remove existing loopholes that allow consideration of these characteristics in circumstances involving threats to national security, violations of immigration laws, or authorized intelligence activities; and
Finally, the Justice Department should publish a clear statement banning all consideration of protected factors absent a specific subject description.

- extend the ban on the use of race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, or gender identity to cover state and local law enforcement agencies that either receive federal funding or participate in federal task forces.
Unrest need not deter reform; instead, it only reinforces the need for ensuring that the FBI focuses its resources on genuine threats. The Church Committee successfully conducted its investigation amid rampant international terrorism. Reform was possible — and indeed essential — then, as it is now.87 Any expansion of FBI authorities would most likely be used against marginalized communities, as evidenced by the disproportionate targeting of Muslim and Arab American communities after the 9/11 attacks, along with the more recent targeting of peace activists, environmentalists, anti-fascists, and Black Lives Matter protesters, all while investigations of white supremacist violence have been deprioritized.88 It is time for the FBI to finally reverse its shift toward broad intelligence collection about innocent Americans and refocus on reasonable and evidence-based indications of violence and criminality.
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